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wisdom opinion is naturally divided. The Second Chamber
has been abolished, and we did not discern that legislation
was considered at too great a length. The State owns and
controls the railways (some might add, subject to the rail-
waymen's control of the State, reminiscent of the mutual
swallowing of two cobras: we begin by the tail) ; subsidizes
certain of the mining industries; owns some of the mines,
and indulges in a variety of trading activities from cattle-
stations to fish-shops. Our Victorian tradition dictates that
the function of government is to govern not to trade.
Queensland strengthens tradition.' He pointed to accumu-
lated loss on these State enterprises, the bulk of which was
incurred by the State cattle-stations—this industry has
suffered from fluctuations of price in the world market
which explains, but does not excuse, the above figures. And
let it not be forgotten that these enterprises pay no income-
tax, either State or Federal; nor, we believe, do they pay
any local taxation.
' This at least may be said, not in justification but in
palliation: these ventures, and others which we cannot
approve, can be practised in Queensland with less danger
perhaps than in any other part of the world.' The sheep
has a broad and strong back: ' maybe he needs it in Queens-
land '. And so to the parting shot: Queensland's resources
are abundant and untapped. Her primary needs are men
and capital; but ' capital will not be attracted where legisla-
tion is so unfettered, so restless, so quixotic and so costly.'
The moral of which is that only Conservatism can supply
the capital that supplies the confidence; and that Britons
never shall be slaves so long as Baldwin is at the helm.
Victoria he summarized under the heading of 4 Wool,
Wheat, and Brown Coal *. While discussing this last
phenomenon he mentioned the great power-house built at
Yallourn, near the brown coal mines. Here was State-
ownership to which no exception could be taken, for the
Electricity Commission was ' under the able and imaginative

